Background. Through precise implementation of distinct cell type specification programs, 18 differentially regulated in both space and time, complex patterns emerge during 19 organogenesis. Thanks to its easy experimental accessibility, the developing chicken limb has 20 long served as a paradigm to study vertebrate pattern formation. Through decades' worth of 21 research, we now have a firm grasp on the molecular mechanisms driving limb formation at 22 the tissue-level. However, to elucidate the dynamic interplay between transcriptional cell type 23 specification programs and pattern formation at its relevant cellular scale, we lack 24 appropriately resolved molecular data at the genome-wide level. Here, making use of droplet-25 based single-cell RNA-sequencing, we catalogue the developmental emergence of distinct 26 tissue types and their transcriptome dynamics in the distal chicken limb, the so-called 27 autopod, at cellular resolution.
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defined cell populations to distinct tissue types ( Fig. 1g -f, Additional file 1: Fig. S1a and Fig.   144 S2a-c). At stage HH25, they comprise a largely undifferentiated and proliferating 145 mesenchymal population (red), early skeletal progenitors (blue), muscle cells invading the 146 limb (black), as well as skin (purple) and blood cells (grey) (Fig. 1d,g) . We recovered cell 147 populations corresponding to those same five tissue types in our HH29 sample, with the 148 exception that the "blood cluster" was now dominated by white blood cells and not 149 erythrocytes. Additionally, we identified cell populations matching the interdigit mesenchyme 150 (green), non-skeletal connective tissue (nsCT, maroon), cells enriched for markers of the very 151 distal margin of the autopod mesoderm ("distal mesenchyme", yellow), as well as endothelial 152 (brown) and smooth muscle (orange) cells of the forming blood vessels (Fig. 1e,h) . At stage 153 HH31, we again find a largely undifferentiated mesenchymal population, the interdigit and 154 distal margin mesenchyme, skeletal and skin cells (Fig. 1f, i) . As expected according to our 155 sampling strategy, for spatial and/or temporal context, we did not find all cell populations in 156 every dataset. For example, while sample HH25 is biggest in relative size to the autopod, it is 157 the earliest stage and thus predictably displayed the lowest cellular complexity. We observed 158 the opposite trend in HH31, where the relative size is smallest but development more 159 advanced. Our most complex dataset, in terms of cell number and tissue types identified, is 160 from stage HH29. Collectively, using broad graph-based clustering and molecular profiling on 161 our single-cell transcriptomics data, we catalogued the tissue composition of the developing 162 autopod with cellular resolution, across three developmental stages. 164 Although all expected major tissue types were recovered in our primary analyses, smaller cell 165 populations, some well known to be essential for limb outgrowth and patterning, remained 166 elusive. Hence, given our sampling depth, we next examined our data for additional sub-167 structure. Indeed, upon closer inspection using finer-tuned clustering parameters, we did find 168 additional sub-populations with distinct transcriptional signatures ( Fig. 2a -c, Additional file 1: 169 Fig. S1a ). Based on differential expression analyses, we identified marker genes for each of 170 these sub-populations (Additional files 2-4). Certain sub-population/marker gene-171 combinations appeared to be conserved in all three samples, thereby allowing us to assign 172 cellular equivalencies across developmental time ( Fig. 2d-f ). A subset of marker genes only 173 showed loosely restricted expression patterns, likely a reflection of the largely 174 undifferentiated state of the corresponding sub-population. For example, PRRX1, a well-175 established marker of the limb mesenchyme [16, 29, 30] , and PCNA, active during DNA 176 replication in proliferating cells [31] , showed varying levels of expression beyond the proliferating mesenchyme sub-clusters. Such transcriptional ambiguities, however, seemed 178 progressively lost, as mesenchymal progenitors committed to the different skeletal and non-179 skeletal lineages that define the emerging autopod patterns ( Fig. 2d-f ). As expected, cell sub-180 populations residing outside the LPM-lineage showed more pronounced transcriptome 181 individualizations. For example, at HH25 the ectodermal 'skin' population got split into two 182 distinct sub-clusters, one representing the bulk amount of the embryonic skin covering the 183 autopod (sub-cluster 8), and the other corresponding to the apical ectodermal ridge (sub-184 cluster 7). Expression of its canonical marker FGF8 and other highly enriched genes clearly 185 established AER identity, demonstrating that even small cell populations can be successfully 186 captured ( Fig. 2d ).
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Fine-scale clustering and marker gene expression across developmental time
187
Gene co-expression modules and corresponding tissue types 188
To gain further insights into the regulatory programs that maintain these transcriptional 189 signatures, and explore their potential biological significance, we tested for the occurrence of 190 transcriptome-wide gene co-expression patterns using weighted correlation network analysis 191 (WGCNA) [32] . This approach consists of an unsupervised clustering of genes based on their 192 expression pattern across all cells, irrespective of the assigned cell or tissue type. In order to 193 comprehensively screen for relevant gene co-expression modules, we conducted the analysis 194 in our transcriptionally most complex sample at stage HH29. Starting with genes that showed 195 high levels and variation of expression, we calculated an adjacency matrix and its topological 196 overlap to construct a hierarchical tree. The resulting tree was cut to obtain a first set of gene 197 co-expression modules. We then computed the first principal component of each module, to 198 define so-called 'module eigengenes'. For each individual gene, correlation to the respective 199 eigengenes was used to assess module membership. Genes not significantly correlated with 200 any eigengene were discarded, after which the entire process was repeated iteratively with a 201 reduced gene set. Eventually, we identified a total of 836 genes grouped in 16 distinct gene 202 co-expression modules, each designated by a color (Fig. 3a ). Final module sizes ranged from 203 15 to 215 genes (Additional file 5).
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On a cell-by-cell basis, we calculated the average expression for each of the co-expression certain tissues to particular biological processes. For example, HH29 mesenchyme sub-cluster 212 5 showed higher activity for module Green, associated with GO-terms connected to mitosis, 213 whereas sub-cluster 16 was enriched for module Pink, linked to G2/M-transition-related genes 214 (Additional file 1: Fig. Fig. S3 ). Hence, we reasoned that distinct cell-cycle states underlie the 215 subdivision of the proliferating mesenchyme cluster. Likewise, HH29 interdigit sub-clusters 216 2, 6 and 12 were closely matched by the activities of modules Tan, Olivegreen, Orange and 217 Midnightblue (see below, Fig. 4a -h).
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To follow the developmental dynamics of the identified modules, we calculated their 219 averaged activities across all the three sampled time points, and visualized similarities across 220 time and tissue types using unsupervised hierarchical clustering (Fig. 3b ). Indeed, despite 221 differences in embryonic stages and experimental platforms, we were able to confirm 222 corresponding cell and tissue types between our samples. For example, what we refer to as the 223 "distal mesenchyme" is a population of cells characterized by high activity of the co- Transcriptionally and spatially distinct sub-populations in the interdigit mesenchyme 230 As expected by developmental stage, interdigit populations were only recovered in samples 231 HH29 and HH31. In total, we identified four associated co-expression modules ( Fig. 4a-d ).
232
High Orange and Olivegreen module activities were coinciding with the same interdigit sub-233 population ( Fig. 4e ,f), which was recognizable in both HH29 and HH31 samples and marked 234 by RDH10 expression ( Fig. 2e ,f). Noticeably, all genes with high membership in module 235 Olivegreen were transcription factors (TFs), while module Orange was enriched for 236 enzymatic activities ( Fig. 4a,b ). Both, however, scored high for GO-terms related to retinoic 237 acid signaling, an important mediator of interdigit cell death [33] . Module Tan was enriched 238 for skeletogenic and morphogenetic GO-terms, suggesting it might mediate some of the 239 patterning information contained in the interdigit mesenchyme to the adjacently forming 240 digits ( Fig. 4c,g) . Lastly, module Midnightblue showed multiple TFs and its activity was 241 restricted to HH29 sub-cluster 2 ( Fig. 4d,h) .
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Since relevant patterning information is contained in the interdigit, posteriorly adjacent to 243 each forming digit, we next wondered whether some of the sub-clustering structure 244 corresponded to spatially distinct interdigit populations along the anterior-posterior axis of the autopod. At HH29, we detected three interdigit sub-clusters ( Fig. 4i ). Using differential 246 expression analyses, we defined marker genes that distinguish the three sub-clusters from 247 each other ( Fig. 4j ). To assign putative spatial information to our single-cell interdigit 248 transcriptomes, we reanalyzed a bulk RNA-seq dataset covering stages HH29 and HH31 of 249 the developing chicken hindlimb autopod [34] . This dataset is based on dissections of 250 individual digits, together with their posteriorly associated interdigit mesenchyme, and thus 251 provided an opportunity to identify spatially resolved marker genes. We contrasted their 252 transcriptomic data of digit/interdigit III against digit/interdigit IV and found a total of 54 253 genes to be significantly differentially expressed at both developmental time points ( Fig. 4k ).
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Comparing the digit/interdigit IV-specific subset of these genes to our differential expression 255 analysis of sub-cluster 2, and its affiliated module Midnightblue, we found an overlap of 256 seven up-regulated genes (Fig. 4d, j, underlined) . In contrast, we couldn't find any other 257 digit/interdigit IV gene in the rest of the interdigit sub-cluster signatures or co-expression 258 modules. We therefore concluded that HH29 sub-cluster 2 consisted of cells of the interdigit 259 mesenchyme posterior to digit 4.
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Developing digits and their associated tissues 261 Of the cell populations directly contributing to the making of digits, a cluster reminiscent of 262 the non-skeletal connective tissue, the nsCT, appeared in all of the samples. In our WGCNA 263 analyses, we identified three modules, Darkgrey, Purple, and Darkgreen, which mapped to the 264 nsCT sub-clusters ( Fig. 5a-f ). The Darkgrey module was most restricted, in both time and cell 265 numbers, and its activity pattern closely matched the HH29 sub-cluster 4 ( Fig. 5d ). Cellular 266 retinoic acid binding protein I CRABP-I, Aquaporin AQP1, DKK2 and GLT8D2 were the 267 genes most strongly associated with this module. Modules Purple and Darkgreen showed 268 more widespread activities ( Fig. 5e ,f), and centered on COL1A2, DCN, KCNJ2, SALL1, and 269 AKR1D1, PRRX1, TCF12, ZFHX3. Comparing our differential expression analyses between 270 the respective cell populations, only six genes appeared significantly enriched across all 271 stages ( Fig. 5g ), five of which also appeared in our nsCT modules. Using in situ hybridization 272 for the top-three of these genes, both differential expression-and module membership-wise, 273 allowed us to attribute module activities to discrete nsCT domains along the developing 274 skeletal elements. CRABP-I showed highest expression near and around the forming 275 epiphysis, where synovial joints and ligament attachment sites develop ( Fig. 5h ). COL1A2-276 and ZFHX3-positive populations showed a graded distribution along the periskeletal tissue 277 layer, predominantly marking the prospective periosteum and perichondrium domains, 278 respectively ( Fig. 5i,j) .
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Finally, we identified skeletal progenitor populations at all three time points ( Fig. 6a-c) .
280
According to the developmental stages we sampled, only cartilage-producing skeletal cells 281 were recovered. In all three samples, we found a cell population resembling early 282 chondrocytes (sub-clusters HH25-4, HH29-15 and HH31-2). At stages HH29 and HH31, a 283 seemingly more mature chondrocyte type emerged (HH29-3, HH31-1), and an additional 284 cartilaginous cluster was evident in the HH29 sample (HH29-17). Concomitantly, we 285 identified two co-expression modules associated with these cell populations, Turquoise and 286 Red (Fig 6d,e ). Turquoise is centered on CD24, CHGB and SULF1, whereas module Red 287 displays a core of collagens COL9A1 and COL9A3, MATN4, C9H2ORF82 (also known as 288 SNORC in mammals), and ACAN. Based on additional marker genes and GO-term enrichment 289 analyses, we inferred the Turquoise module to be related to early chondrocyte proliferation 290 and growth, whereas the Red module reflected chondrocyte maturation and extracellular 291 matrix deposition ( Fig. 6f) . Interestingly, compared to module Turquoise, the activity of 292 module Red was generally more restricted and specifically excluded from sub-cluster HH29-293 17 ( Fig. 6g,h) . Upon closer inspection, we identified high expression of several known 294 synovial joint markers genes in this population, thus identifying it as the forming 295 interphalangeal joints ( Fig. 6i , Additional file 3).
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Hence, through a combination of differential gene expression and GO-term enrichment 297 analyses, as well as gene co-expression modules, we identified spatially and/or temporally Singe-cell tissue decomposition of the developing chicken autopod 302 Here, using single-cell RNA-sequencing, we present a transcriptomic atlas of the developing 303 chicken limb at cellular resolution. Focusing on the distal and morphologically diverse portion 304 of the limb, the autopod, we sampled over 17,000 single-cell transcriptomes with an average 305 of over 1,000 genes detected in each cell. Within our atlas, we identify all major tissue types 306 that constitute and pattern the embryonic appendage across three developmental time points.
307
Additionally, taking advantage of our cellular and transcriptomic sampling depth, we manage 308 to isolate even minute cell populations like the AER and identify novel marker genes in it. We 309 also distinguish transcriptionally discrete sub-populations within known major tissue types, 310 reflecting distinct spatial locations or cellular states. As such, it demonstrates the power of to form (Fig. 2d, Fig. 3b ). As such, it suggests an early lineage priming, without necessarily 333 implying a definite switch in cell fate or clear morphological distinctions. In agreement with 334 12 this, our ZFHX3-containing module Darkgreen appears to be the most basic and least specific 335 of the co-expression modules that coincide with the nsCT population. We detect its activity at 336 all three time points, marking the prospective nsCT as well as parts of the PRRX1-positive 337 mesenchymal progenitor population (Fig. 5c,f) . Only later do more mature and restricted 338 nsCT sub-divisions and their corresponding co-expression modules occur, as exemplified by 339 the activity of module Darkgrey and some of its members known to be involved in the 340 formation of periskeletal tissues and tendon attachment sites (Fig. 5a,d) [38, 39] . 341 Moreover, combining such transcriptome-based 'cell type' classification schemes with 342 comparative scRNA-seq datasets allows for a molecular assessment of homologous cell types 343 between species, across evolutionary time scales [40, 41] . This has important implications 344 when trying to elucidate the impact of cell type-specifying gene regulatory networks on 345 pattern formation and diversification at its relevant cellular scale. Namely, how progenitor 346 populations exactly perceive and process patterning-relevant cues can be modulated by 347 species-specific alterations in the respective cell type-specifying networks. In this context, it 348 is worth noting that we detect RSPO3 as one of the main markers of the chicken AER ( Fig.   349 2d, Additional file 2). R-spondins, a family of secreted ligands involved in WNT-signaling, 350 have previously been implicated in AER maintenance and control of limb outgrowth. module Magenta with TFAP2B, WNT5A and high BMP signaling (Fig. 3c-f ). Certain module 373 members have been functionally implied in regulating autopod growth and digit elongation 374 [24, [54] [55] [56] ], yet others remain completely unexplored in this context. 375 Moreover, we identify distinct sub-populations of interdigit mesenchyme cells in our HH29 376 and HH31 samples, with four associated gene co-expression modules (Fig. 4a-h shows enrichment for many canonical markers of chondrocyte maturation (Fig. 6e) [45, 51] .
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On the other hand, genes in module Turquoise do not, for the most part, evoke a classical 390 chondrogenic transcriptional profile (Fig. 6d ). Again, this module might rather reflect an early 391 transcriptional priming, only this time towards the skeletogenic lineage. In agreement with 392 this, we only detect low expression levels for the canonical early skeletogenic marker SOX9 in 393 HH25 sub-cluster 4 ( Fig. 2d) , which itself is specifically enriched for Turquoise activity.
394
Likewise, our synovial joint-like HH29 sub-cluster 17 shows high activity for Turquoise, 395 while excluding the more mature chondrocyte module Red (Fig. 6g-i) . 
Methods
411
Tissue sampling 412 We collected tissue samples from embryonic hind limbs at different developmental stages 413 (Fig. 1,a-c) . Limbs were dissected in cold PBS, and chopped coarsely with a razorblade.
414
Dissociation into single cells was done using 2.5% trypsin in DMEM and incubation for 15 415 minutes at 37°. Occasional mechanical shearing by careful pipetting was applied during the 416 incubation time. 
432
Filtering thresholds for mapped data were adapted for each sample, depending on the different 433 library complexities. Cells with an UMI count of more than 4 times the sample mean or less 434 than 20% of the sample median were filtered out, cells with a mitochondrial or ribosomal 435 contribution to UMI count of more than 10% were also filtered out. Using the R package showing differences with a log fold-change > 0.5 and an adjusted p value < 0.05 were used 461 for GO analyses. To find expression signatures for every cell cluster, in a first step, a 462 phylogenetic tree was obtained for the cell clusters in each sample; all directly paired clusters 463 were tested for differential expression. Any pair of clusters with less than 15 differentially 464 expressed genes were collapsed recursively. In a second step, specific genes for each cluster 465 were obtained contrasting each cluster against the rest of the cells in their sample. To find 466 genes differentially expressed genes between the interdigit clusters ( Fig. 4j) , we compared 467 each of the sub-clusters against the rest of the cells in the other two clusters.
468
Marker genes for digit/interdigit 3 and 4 were defined using the DESeq2 R package v1.20.0
469
[70]. We analyzed bulk RNA data sets of digit/interdigt 3 and 4 from stage HH28/29 and 470 HH31 of a previous study [34] . After normalization based on size factors and dispersion, we 471 performed the differential expression analysis using a Wald test and the contrast design 472 ~Stage+Digit to use the different stages as pseudo-replicates of the digit. We filtered for 473 differential expression with a p-value < 0.05. For visualization, we subtracted the fold 474 changes of early and late stages and plotted a heatmap using heatmap3 R package v1.1.1 [71] 475 using hierarchical clustering of the genes.
476
Weighted co-expression analyses 477 A weighted correlation network analysis was done using the WGCNA R package v1.6.6 [32] . 478 Using the function FindVariableGenes from Seurat, we calculated the genes with high 479 variation (dispersion > 0.5) across all the cells in sample HH29, and were subsequently used 480 in WGCNA. Adjacencies and signed topological overlaps were calculated with an inferred 481 soft-thresholding power of 8. A hierarchical tree was constructed using the "average" method 482 and then cut using the "tree" method at height 0.9957 and minimum module size of 15. The network. Furthermore, a transparency gradient was added to the edges, which was scaled to 494 hide unimportant edges and avoid edge saturation, the threshold was always adjusted to make 495 visible at least one edge per node. In only one case (module midnightblue), an edge with an 496 outlier weight was coded to be red and thicker than any other edge, and the color/size re-497 scaled to the second highest weight.
498
Gene Ontology
499
Gene Ontology analyses were conducted with the R package limma [73] . We used the list of 500 genes in the expression signature of each computed cell cluster, and the genes members of 501 each co-expression module as input. For each case we used all the genes detected in the 502 corresponding sample as the contrast universe.
503
In situ hybridization 504 Probes for CRABP-I and COL1A2 were described previously [38] . Primers for the ZFHX3 505 probe were designed using primer3 [74] . An AA overhang and an EcoRI restriction site were 
